INTRODUCTION
In most countries with a developed forestry, a concept of seed zones or provenance regions is used at least for economically important tree species. These terms are not equivalent, but both are based on the assumption that the intraspecific genetic variation is spatially structured due to adaptation to the environment or to other mechanisms. An Seed zones could therefore be defined as genetically more or less homogeneous regions [16] . However, genetic information was usually lacking at the moment when a need for regulation of transfer of propagation material was recognized; that is why seed zones were and are often based on some kind of ecological classification. Since the variation of soil properties is mostly too fine-grained to allow the delineation of reasonable regions, the classification is mostly confined to climatic data. When experimental data on morphological or physiological traits are available from provenance, ecophysiological or other studies, these preliminary seed zones are mostly revised and new zones based on ecological as well as experimental data are defined [1, 27] . At present, the Czech Republic is divided into 41 natural forest regions (figure 1) [11] . However, several studies have proven that there are clear geographical patterns in several tree species and/or loci [2, 9] , indicating adaptational mechanisms operating on these loci. In some cases these mechanisms were described [3] . This [6] ) and Matheron [18] developed a method of the optimum interpolation, providing a best linear unbiased estimate of a variable at a given point. [15] between populations were calculated and the matrix of genetic distances was interpreted using the principal coordinate analysis [14] . The figure 3 ). The result was a matrix of allelic frequencies for 459 points (27 divisions [5] for Larix laricina, Merkle et al. [19] for Pseudotsuga menziesii and Yeh et al. [29] for Pinus contorta. Similar to the case of four conifers investigated by Westfall and Conkle [28] , it led to overlapping groups and did not allow any clear territorial divisions.
Several objections can surely be raised against our procedure as well. We see the positive aspects of this approach in smoothing the random variation of allelic frequencies, which is due to sampling error, and in the fact that the delineation of zone boundaries is based on an objective interpolation method.
In Central Europe, including the Czech Republic, beech is an important commercial tree species, but primarily it is considered a stabilizing element of forest stands. Therefore, it is not an object of intensive breeding, but much more emphasis is given to the preservation of its adaptedness and ecological stability through the gene-pool conservation of the existing indigenous populations. Natural regeneration is generally considered the best tool for fulfilling these tasks. However, in several regions the share of beech in the tree species composition has been severely decreased in the last centuries, when the indigenous broad-leaved and mixed forests were replaced by coniferous monocultures. The reconstruction of a more natural tree species composition is hardly possible without extensive reforestation. The use of appropriate seed sources is thus a relevant topic for beech.
